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LAS VEGAS, March 09, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Everi Holdings Inc. (NYSE:EVRI) will showcase how its top gaming,

payments,  and compliance products power the casino floor on March 13-16 in Phoenix at the 31st Annual Indian

Gaming  Tradeshow  &  Convention,  presented  by  the National  Indian  Gaming  Association (NIGA).  As  a  leading

partner to tribal casinos for decades, Everi is pleased to be a part of the industry’s premier event that will feature

the latest casino product innovations and solutions.

“We pride ourselves  in  offering  a  complete  suite  of  products  that  address  the needs of  tribal  operators  and look

forward  to  demonstrating  how  our  products  can  help  them  achieve  optimal  results  across  all  areas  of  their

business,”  said Michael  Rumbolz,  Interim  President  and  Chief  Executive  Officer  of Everi.  “Our  diverse  mix  of

products sets us apart from the competition.  We have created a unique value proposition giving Everi a significant

advantage as the casino industry’s single source provider of quality gaming and payments solutions.”

The Latest in Exciting Gaming Titles and Cabinets

Front and center for Everi’s gaming solutions will be its newest gaming cabinet, Core HDX™. This sophisticated and

attractive  cabinet  boasts  high  quality  features  including  dual  widescreen  23”  monitors  with  1080p  capabilities,

integrated  touchscreens,  and  a  premium  three-way  sound  system.   The  eye-catching Core  HDX cabinet  also

features game-controlled lighting, ergonomic controls, and a LCD button panel that, for Class II settings, includes a

mini bingo touchscreen display.



Everi will  also  showcase  several  new  game  titles  including  Bonus  Attack™,  the  first Core  HDX-exclusive  title  to

feature  Everi  Bet™,  the  unique bet  configuration  system that  gives  casino operators  the  power  to  optimize  their

casino floor for maximum returns.  With Everi Bet, casino operators can easily configure a game and preserve its hit

rate by keeping the original number of lines, thus maintaining the game’s intended volatility.  In addition, each Everi

Bet title comes with natural low, mid, and high denomination configurations.

Another  hot  Core  HDX-exclusive  title  that  will  be  shown  at  NIGA  is  Jackpot  Inferno™,  a  proven,  high-performing

game that has already been well-received at casinos across the country.  Players will feel the heat on this sizzling 5-

Reel,  50-Line  video  game  that  includes  unique  bonus  opportunities  and  features  including  the  Jackpot  Jump™,

which causes the previously locked-in progressive award to jump one tier higher.

Everi’s Platinum MPX™ cabinet will return to NIGA 2016 with a new theme guaranteed to make a lasting impression

– The Money Man® Easy Street™.  This highly-anticipated game from The Money Man series will  be enhanced by

the Platinum MPX cabinet’s  40-inch  monitor,  custom  6.2  channel  surround-sound  system,  and  integrated  sound

chair with Earthquake™ Shakers.

Sushi  Sushi  Bang  Bang™ will  delight  casino patrons  with  its  colorful  game characters  and unique bonus  rounds.

 The  game  will  be  shown  at  NIGA  with  Everi’s  Game  Crown™,  a  new  look  for  select  games  on  the  Player  HD®

cabinet.  Game Crown is currently scheduled to debut at select Class II properties the end of Q2 before a planned

nationwide launch in early Q3.

Dynamic Payments Solutions That Meet EMV Guidelines 

As many casinos implement EMV-compliant technology to meet regulatory guidelines, Everi stands ready as the

casino industry’s first vendor to achieve full end-to-end EMV compliance with all its financial transaction devices,

platforms, and systems.  The company is also the industry’s first partner to offer an innovative EMV chip signature

option for ATM devices which will help casinos reduce fraudulent activity.  As such, Everi is prepared to help casino

operators meet EMV requirements with a diverse portfolio of products that are equipped with the latest technology

and intuitive features.

Everi’s  full-service  CXC  4.0  SR  and  CXC  4.0  R  kiosks  will  be  showcased,  both  featuring  high-resolution  monitors,

integrated touchscreens, and multiple TITO and bill interfaces.  These kiosks come equipped with Everi’s patented

3-in-1 Rollover™ technology that allows patrons to easily turn an unsuccessful ATM transaction into a credit  card

advance or POS debit card transaction.

Everi  Compliance™ is  a  powerful  suite  of  products  that  are  the  gaming  industry’s  gold  standard  for  Anti-Money

Laundering (AML) compliance, allowing casinos to easily meet Title 31 regulatory requirements. From faster jackpot

payout processing times to improved reporting capabilities, Everi Compliance offers many solutions that can reduce

costs, minimize risk, and streamline operational processes.



Everi will also unveil an innovative new program that makes social consciousness a priority with meaningful ticket

redemption.   With  the  Everi  Cares™ Giving  Module,  casinos  can  provide  patrons  with  a  convenient  method  to

donate funds to select charities while redeeming gaming vouchers on Everi’s kiosks.  As a result, casinos will notice

a reduction in coin handling through a unique method that builds on corporate responsibility efforts.

For  more  information  about Everi,  please  stop  by  booth  No.  847  at  the  2016 Indian  Gaming  Tradeshow  &

Convention, or visit www.everi.com. 

About Everi

Everi  Holdings is  dedicated  to  providing  video  and  mechanical  reel  gaming  content  and  technology  solutions,

integrated  gaming  payments  solutions  and  compliance  and  efficiency  software.  The  Company’s  Games  business

provides:  (a)  comprehensive  content,  electronic  gaming  units  and  systems  for  Native  American  and  commercial

casinos,  including  the  award  winning  TournEvent®  slot  tournament  solution;  and  (b)  the  central  determinant

system for  the  video lottery  terminals  installed  at  racetracks  in  the State of  New York.  The Company’s  Payments

business provides: (a) access to cash at gaming facilities via Automated Teller Machine cash withdrawals, credit card

cash access transactions, point of sale debit card transactions, and check verification and warranty services; (b) fully

integrated  gaming  industry  kiosks  that  provide  cash  access  and  related  services;  (c)  products  and  services  that

improve credit decision making, automate cashier operations and enhance patron marketing activities for gaming

establishments; (d) compliance, audit and data solutions; and (e) online payment processing solutions for gaming

operators in states that offer intrastate, Internet-based gaming and lottery activities.
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